Beauty Trend: Metallic Lip
By Megan McIntosh
One celebrity beauty trend that’s here to stay is the metallic
lip. You can use it to make an outfit truly spectacular
rocking this celebrity style trend, or wear a more dressed
down look with lips that still make the look pop.

Whether you’re getting ready for a
date night or a day date with the
girls
and
you’re
dressed
to
impress, use a metallic lip to
complete your look and really wear
this beauty trend.
A celebrity make up look that can be seen at award shows, in
music videos, or even just as an everyday look is the metallic
lip. It really adds to the beauty of your style There are a
few tips to easily rock this rock and roll look:
1. Dress it up: Use the metallic lip to complete your dressed
up look. Take your favorite dark lipstick, apply it to your
lips, then add some shimmery eyeshadow or pigment on top. This
allows you to wear a color you’re confident in for a special
occasion but make it a little more spectacular with metallic.
Related Link: Spice Up Your Look With Glitter
2. Keep the rest of your look neutral: If you’re worried about
the metallic lip looking reminiscent of a robot-look rather
than a fashion look, keep the rest of your look neutral. Keep

the rest of your makeup neutral with subtle mascara and
neutral blush and eyeshadow.
Related Link: Celebrity Makeup Looks: The Benefits of NoMakeup Makeup
3. Go all out: If you’re more outgoing and like to be the
center of attention, then really go all out when rocking that
metallic lip. Apply it on your lips, eyelids, and even
cheekbones. You’ll be sure to be the life of the party.
Just remember there’s all kinds of metallic lip for every
occasion: matte, glossy, layered; you just have to experiment
and have fun.
How do you like to style your metallic lip? Share below!

